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SUMMARY 

.In an investigation of decay and resultant cull of merchantable 
-timber in balsam fir (Abies bukamea (I... ) Mill.) from eastern Maine, 
northern New Hampshire, and the Adirondacks in New York, more 

~'1han 1,100' trees 40 years of age' and upward were dissected· and. the 
!:wata analyzed to show the relation. of cull to age, diameter, site factors, 
~1mdgrowth rates. Decay severe enough to cause cull affected half 

:::t 1 Submitted for publication October 1943. 
~ • This study was carried on In cooperation with the Allegheny (formerly Northeaste~) 
=--Forest Experiment Station and Yale UniYersity New Ha\·en., Conn. The writers wish to 
-J'llr,knowledge their cooperation and also that of the following organizations and individuals, 
:::::t'who generously permitted the felling and study of balaam fir on their holdings: The Finch. 
~Pruyn & Co., Inc., Glens Falls, N.Y.; the Whitney Realty Co., Sabattls. N. Y. ; the MaIne 
~Forest Service, Augusta, Maine; the White Mountain NatIOnal Forest, Laconia. N. H.; 

the Gale River Experimental Forest Bethlehem, N. H.; and.J. R .. JacksQn, Colebrook,N. H.; 
'~and .ofthe ClylIlan ConserYatlon l.:orps, for furnishing the labor necessary 'lor the dlasec
""tI tion ,of trees on some of the study areas.4 In additionlnithe writers are particularly indebted to M. Wesb·eld, of-the Northeastern 
..~ Forest Exper ent Station, and to E. S. Bryant, of Bolton, Vr., for their -advice and 
~ criticism; to L. H. ReIneke, of the Northeastern Forest Experiment Station, for assistance
2! In the prellaration of the graphic illustrations and in the stlltistlcal analyses 01' data; to 
'~ the P. S.· Forest Service. DiviSion of .Forestltlanagement Research. Washington, D. C., 
__ for .assistance in computing the correlation analyses; and to H .. J. MacAloney, of the 
...,,~. Division of Forest Insects, Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine, and tc G. H. 
(') HeptiDg, .R•. W. Davidson, .and· H. G. Eno, of the Dhision of ForelltPathology, .tor ·thelr 
"", direct par,tlctpation In the Investigative work upon which this publication is based. 
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the trees at 72 years and all at 165. ,About one-fourth of the total 
voltin1e of all treeS was culled. 

, Most of the crill w~due'to three decays;: Top rot, causedby-Ste;rewm 
8UJr1;guinowntu'm .:Alb. and'Sch. ex ,Fr.; brown butt ,rot, by Polyp01Wf 

(l bals~ ;Pk.; a.nd ,white ,stringy'butt 'rot, by Poria subacida (Pk.) 
Sacco . 'The first caused 5;1: per<;ent of ,the total cull, the second 13 per
cent, and the third 28 percent,the remainder being due to miscellane
ous'fungi and form defects. 

The b,utt rots appeared at,about 40 years, were presentin half the 
trees at '72, .and caused some cull in half the trees at 105. Top rot 
beganat 40 years, was present in one"fifth of the trees at 90, and usually 
caused much more cull than the butt rots. Butt rot severe enough to 
cause cull weakens the trees and makes th\illl liable to windfall. This 
bec,omes so serious a matter that at about 70 years it appears to be 
the decisive factor in determining the proper rotation for this species. 

On a volume basis, cull losses in the trees studied were almost iden
tical on good and poor sites" an a percentage basis, however, the 
losses were higher on poor sites. Comparing slow-grown and fast
gt:own trees, on a volume basis cull was less m the former, while on 
a percentage baFJis it was much more nenxly equal. The net periodic 
growth of iast~grown J!'(',es, after deducting decay cull, exceeded that 
of the slow-grown ones-by a ratio of 4: to 1 up to 70 years, when the 
difference dropped gradually. The development of cull appears to 
be,dependent on age, and insofar as diameter can be correlated with 
age, it may be used as an indicator of cull. Correlation analyses, how
ever, show that diameter:; because of its variability in reference to age, 
is a poor index and that height, age, and volume are better but lack 
complete correlation. , 

Extreme suppression, resulting in flat-top form for a number of 
years, favors attack by the top rot fungus, even though normal 
growth is r,esumed afterwards. No l'eliable external indIcations of 
decay were found. l!'igcres are given for making cull corrections of 
gross-volume cruise estimates, but no sanitation measures are recom
mended under present conditions in the forest. 
, In the management of balsam fir for pulpwood the following 

measures are recommended. ,Present,merchantable stands, which are 
largely overmature andh!ghly defective,should be harvested to pre
vent further hea:vy loss. Considering losses from decay and windfall, 
the.best cutting age appears to be about 70 years, with 80 years as a 
maximum. At these ages an average diameter of 8 to 9 inches is 
attained in unmanaged stands such as those investigated. These 
diam~tersmay~e c,onsid,erably increased py silvicultural measures 
favormg the mamtenance of a good and umform rate of growth, and 
apparelltlywithoutany increase in cull loss on a percentage basis. 
A .rotation of about '.70 years will keep cull losses at a relatively low 
figm:e,and at the same time produce trees of economical size for pulp
wood. To avoid excessive losses between cuts the 'maximum cutting 
cycle should be about ,20 years. In young stands, weeding and the 
girdling of dominant worthless hardwoods, to prevent severe sup
pression and induce a uniform rate of growth, should result in a 
minimum of cUll up to .70 years. 
~e application of these conclusions will make available large 

quantities ofbalsam fir during the present extreme wartime. shortage 



DFlOAY IN B~LSA:M Fm. 

.Qr pulp.wood,Rnd the detailed information should be made available 
toioresters as soon as.possible. 

PAST AND PRES.ENT FOREST PRACiICES 

'Softwood lumbering in the No:r:theast has consisted until rather re
cently in harvesting the choice species and leaving all others, which 
at the time were of little value. At first the best east~rn white pines 
(Pinus strob'U,s L.) were taken, but only the choicest logs. As demands 
increased and markets became more accesSible, however, entire stands 
of thissp.ecies were cut. This process went on in ever-widening belts 
along the seacoast and rivers ,until the commercial supply was almost 
exhausted. :Fox (8)3 has given an excellent account of the early lum- . 
ber industry in the State of New York. The same sequence of events 
took place in New England. Springer (35) also gave an account ·of 
lumbering in Maine in earlier days. 

As pine became depleted, spruce, mostly red spruce (Pioea rub ens 
Barg.), went through the same selective process. As long as saw 
timber was its main use the huge northern standf'of this species satis
fied demands. This resulted from the fact that only the larger trees 
weretaken, leaving the smaller and usually younger ones to grow for 
futur~ crops. The paper pulp industry, however: began its tremen
dous mroads on the forests about 1880 (3,8). Spruce was soon fonnd 
to be the best available species .for this purpose, and by 1900 this in
dustry was operating on a large scale. The type of logging changed 
to practically clear-cutting of spruce, as much smaller material than 
that required for Sttw timber could be used . 

.At about ,this time the process of pulp manufacture was modified 
so that hemlock (Tsuga oanadensis (L.) Carr.), pine, and balsam fir 
(Abies balsannea (L.) MilL), and other conifers could be used. Thus, 
conditions tended to accentuate the clear-cutting of all conifers in a 
stand, leaving large openings for ;j'oung seedlings to become estab
lished in great numbers. 

In early days balsam fir, a relatively small-sized tree in comparison 
with spruce and pine, was commonly very defective in the larger sizes 
and was usually nota very important component of the forests then 
accessible. Some of the best and largest trees may have been taken, 
bllt the species appears to hILve been largely left standing. A state
ment of lumber cut in New York in 1900 shows spruce, hemlock, and 
pine but no balsam fir (9). Its value 'was small or nil in contrast with 
oo,'3tern white pine and spruce. With its acceptance as a pulpwood 
it became of value, although not equal to spruce (3, 38) until more 
recently (12). The advent of clear-cutting greatly favored the in
crease of balsam fir in softwood regeneration because of its prolific, 
continuous seeding and its aggressIveness in reseeding openings in 
the forest (36, 37, :18). Consequently balsam fir is becoming more 
abundant in the northern forests. 'Whether it is really wanted or not, 
it is.now an importJl,nt component of these Iorpsts and cannot be neg
lected. This increl}, "' in value and relative importanc~ has dL'awn 
attention sharply tOfdecay in the living tree, a well-known feature of 
balsam fir. The present study was inItiated a number of years ago 
to help determine the forest practices that would be most efficient ill 

3 Italic. numbers in paren~eses refer to Literature Cited, p. 28. 
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reducing culUosses.Now, at th~ time when ,there is ane:rlremewar

,time shortage oJ pulpwood" these practices can be utilized to the fullest 

extent. 


, PATHQLOGY OF BALSAM Fm 

.From colonial days, balsam fir has been condemned because of "its 
. excessive susceptibility to various wood rots. This would .lead one 

to expect that the other parts of the tree might be especially subject 

to attack by fungi. As a matter of fact, the records and collections 

of· the .Division of .Forest Pathology show that about 270 different 

fungi are known to grow on various parts o£the tree. This situa

tion is practically duplicated with the eastern white pine and red 


. spruce, which are considered to be two of the best of the eastern timber 
species. So it does not seem that balsam fir, as a species,.is abnormally 
susceptible to fungus attack. Aside from rots of the wood in living 
trees, balsam fir has shown no more conspicuous outbreaks of de
structive endemic disease than the pine and the spruce. 

In considering susceptibility to decay of living trees of balsam fir, 
the fact has been almost entirely overlooked that it is a short-lived , 
tree as compared with red sprnce and eastern white pine, both of which. 
have a normal life span double that of balsam fir (28, v. 11 and 1~). • 
In other words, bfllsam fir of a certain stage of maturity-for instance, 
trees 100 years old-should be compared with red s\:,ruce or eastern 
white pine of the same stage of maturity, or 200 years old. As a rule, 
decay in living trees of all species increases with maturity, and over
maturity is a<.tcompanied by hea,,}, losses from decay. It is reason
able to expect relatively heavier losses from decay in mature balsam 
firs than in the less mature trees of the other two species of the saffia 
age. It is conceded that balsam fir probably is more susceptible to 
these deca,ys, but it is much less so than appears to be the case without 
making allowance for age at maturity. 

Although decay is common in the living trees, fruiting bodies of 
the fungi causing decay are scarce. In most cases culturing the de
cayed wood is the only way to determine the identity of the fungus 
causing the damage. Such cultural checking of the corrnnon decays 
of balsam fir has been done extensively by a number of investigators, 
who have agreed that there are tln'ee types of rot commonly present 
in livinO" trees'. A. white stringy butt l'ot, caused by Poria subacida 
(Pk.) S"acc. (4-, 5, 16, !eO) ; [1, brown cubical butt rot, largely caused' 
by Polypo'f'1}"~ balsameu.<; Pk. (15,16, !eO) ; and a red heart rot in the 
middle or up-per part of the tl'lmk, caused by Ste1'ewm san!luinolentum 
Alb. and Sehw. ex Fr. (4-,5,6,7,16, iZO). There is some uncertainty 
concerning the brown butt rot, as in some localities it is. definitely 
known to be caused by Polypo1'U8 sch'l.oeinitzii Fr. Most of that found 
by McCallum (18,19, !eO), Kau~ert (16), and the writers, however, is 
attributed to P. baZS(lmeu.s, wluch appears to be more common than 
P. schweinitzii in balsam fir. 

The culture work of various investigators shows that occasionally 

more thal1 one fungus may be implicated in anyone of the three com

mon·balsamfir decays. In the~Fresent study, cultures have shown the 

following fungi definitely associated with decay of living balsam fir 

trees: 'Ooniophora 7ntteana (Schum. ex. Fr.) 'Karst., Polyporus boJr. 

sameus, P. 8ohweinitzii, Poria subaaida, and Sterewm sanguilrwlentwm. 


I 
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d~~CAY I~ (BALSAMFm. 

..Frtiit~g bodiesrof the fdllowing wood-decayil1gfungi have,been col

lectedon living trees: 11:rrnillaria mellea Vahl. ex Fr., Fomespini 


. (Brot. ,exFr) Karst., Hymenoahaete tabaaina (Sow. eX .Fr.) ,l.6v., 

L.enzites saepw'ria Wulf. ex .Fr., POlyp01'U8 abietVnus Dicks. ex Fr., 

P. 'balsameus, P. cirainatus Fr., P. sahweinitzii, al1dTrametes lwterc
morpha(Fr;) Bres. 

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS INVESTIGiiTIONS 

'When this investigation was being planned, no intensive dissection study of 
decay in any eastern tree species had been made and little was known concerning 
the fungi causing decay in Hving balsam fir. This situation has changed 
rapidly within a few years. 

In 1900 Von Schrenk (31) published an account of the wood-rotting fungi that 
he found attacking living conifers in Mnine. He described the following on 
balsam· fir : PolyP01'US sohweinitzii, cansing a brown butt rot; Fomes (T1"ClI1netes.) 
pini abieUs Karst., causing a trunk rot with small white pockets; Poria subaaida, 
caUSiIlg a stringy hutt rot; und FO'mes annows (Fr.) Cke., causing a root and 
butt rot with small white pockets with black centers. 

In 1907 Moore and Rogers (2.'1, p • .12) e;x:amined standing balsam fir in central 
Maine by chopping into the trees. This would give information on the butt rots 
but nothing on the heart rot of the upper part of the tree. Theil' remarks apply 
therefore to butt rot only. They said, "* * * on the fiats the fir dies out 
at the stand * * * approximntely 50-60 years, whet'eas on the slopes and 
upper slopes it is found perfectly sound at 72 years, and even at 118years it is 
orilyvery slightly injured by rot at the centre. This applies to fir in a mixed 
stand. In a pure stand of even-aged fir, * * * the trees begin to be at 
tacked by rot as soon as they are S inches in diameter and between 50 and 60 

_; 	 years old. But the stand may safely be alIoWl~d to grow for 10 to 20 years 
longer. * * * 1f they are left any longer than this the trees will be broken off 
by the wind * • *." 

In 1914 Zon (38) gave some general statements on unsoundness of balsam 
fir,~Jn "wet swamps" it grows slowly and is free from "ground rot." In "dry 
swamps" (flats) it grows faster but has much mO.re ground rot. Onhardwood 
slopes ·it makes its best individual growth but is very defective. Top rot is 
especially noted in suppressed trees under hardwoods. 

In 1918 Faull (4.) began a careful investigation of the rots of living tre(lS 
of pine, spruce, and balsam fir in Ontario. This con tinned until 1923 with special 
emphasis on balsam 'fir decays. Cultures of the various rots were made and 
studied intensively hy Fritz (10). It W:Hi learned that "sapin rouge," or red 
heart decay, is caused by Steremn sUllguilloientu1l/. ('1'); that the brown cubical 
butt rot is caused commonly by Polyporu,s balsameu.s instead of P. scluveitnitzii, 
as had been supposed previously (5) ; and that the w1lite stringy butt rot is 
caused by Poria subaeida (4, 5). 

Rankin (2.1) in 1910 made a brief observational survey of bnH rots of balsam 
fir in Quebec forests and concluded that man~' different fungi are causative 
agents. The most common und destructive one he attributed proviSionally to 
Fomes pinicola (Sw. ex Fr.) Cke., but says that butt rot by Palypal'Us schweinitzii. 
also is cornman. '.rhe early stages of these rots could not be . distinguished with 
certainty. Infection by both is said to take place largely through the roots. 
He reports a defiuite relation between rnte of growth of the tree and destruc
tiveness of these butt rots, the more rapidly grown trees having less butt rot 
and a smaller proportion of affected trees. No correlation was found between 
butt rot and a previous attack by the spruce budworm (Lll'ch'ips fmnifemma 
(Clem.) l. 

In 1922 Schierbeck (29) published an account of the causes of the dying of 
balsam fir in eastern Canada. In the order of their importance in the death and 
deCay of trees previously attacked by the spruce budworm he lists the follOwing 
fungi: Armillm'ia, melleu" Fames pinicola., Polypant8 abieti1l1/,s, Stereum sall

,guinolentmn, P. bals!l11l6ttS, POl'ia s1f.baoida, and ·Lenzites saepim-ia. In addition 
he says that Poli/poru.s 8chweinitzii occurs on living balsam ~flr but does not in 
his opinion contribute to the high mortality of the speCies. 

In 1923 McCallum (18, 19) begun intensive field work on the rots of balsam fir, 
With a detailed dissection of trees on definite plots OW), the first study of its 

• 
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type in'eastern;forests. !twas,carried .onin the Province of Quebec in two areas, 
one south of the St. Lawrence River, at Lake Metis, and the other in the Lake St. 
John region,on the ShipshawRiver. r.rhe forest in these areas was.quite similar, . 
and the site was considere.d to be II -(moderately good) for balsam fir. :::luarter
acre plots were cut clear of balsamftr down to 3 inches d. b. h.' Identification 
of the fungi causing decays was made by means of pure cuI tures from the rotten 
wood. His data show that in Quebec Cull losses become heavy in balsam fir at an 
age somewMre between 70 and 100 years and at an average diameter of 5 to 7 
inches; that in the same age classes the percentage of volume culled is slightly 
higher in fast-grown trees than in slow-grown ones; and that thei"p. is no co~rela
tion between the percentage of cull and previous spruce budworm injury. He 
found only three important decays, those caused by Steremn .~alluttinolentum, 
Paria 8U'baIJida,.and Polyporus bal,sameus. r.rhe first gained entrance almost ex
clusively through branch stubs and the other two through the roots. 

In 1932 in a preliminary report' covering part of the investigations now com
pletely discussed in this bulletin, the results, anonymously reviewed (1), were that 
cull losses and windfall were common at 70 years, that the same three fungi re
ported by McCallum were important in living trees, and that there was no correla
tIon between percentage of cull and rate of growth. 

In 1935 Kallfert (16) published the results of an investigation of decay of liv
ing balsam fir in Minnesota and Wisconsin. His conclusions were that in the 
Lake states region balsam fir is highly defective and largely overmature; that 
cull increases rapidly after 70 years of age and an average diameter of 8 to 9 
Inches; that balsam fir should not be held longer than 80 years, or to an average, 
diametE!l' greater than 9 inches; that fast-grown trees have a l slightly higher 
nercentage of rot than slow-grown trees, but the difference is so little as to be 
insignificant; and that ridge trees are more susceptible to butt rot than !Iwamp 
trees. His findings on the fungi causing decay and their importance are identical 
with those given by McCallulll. 

In 1940 Heimburger anel McCallum (1.q) presented data to show that in Quebec 
the two butt rots of ba18am fir caused by-Poria Subllcida and Polyporus balsumeu8 
occurred more frequently and were more serious on niixed-wood slopes (ridges) 
than in softwood flats (swamps). 

Faull (.q), McCallum (20), and Kaufert (16) have described and illustrated the 
three important heartwood decays of balsam fir, and for this reason such trp.at
ment is not included in this publication. 

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 

In planning the management of balsam fir stands, it is essential to 
have information on the relations of age and size of trees to cull losses. 
The primary object of this investigation was to obtain this informa
tion. Data pertaining to the following specific subjects were taken: 

1. Age at which cull losses begin and rate of increase. 
2. Relation of diameter to cull losses. 
3. Felling age so far as determined by cull losses. 
4. Relation of c~lllosses to quality and character of site and to rate of growth. 
5. Cull-causing fungi anel their prevalence under various conditions. • 
6. External indications of decay. 
7. Avenues of entrance of cull-causing fungi. 

FIELD METHODS 

All data presented in this study are based upon the dissection of 
1,l27 trees on 15 plots in New Hampshire, New York, and Maine-5 
plots on the Gale River Experimental Forest, near Bethlehem, N. H.; 
3 at Oherry Mountain, Carroll,N. H.; 1 in Columbia, N. H.; 1 in 
Indian Township, Maine; .2 at Newcomb, N. Y.; and 3 at Sabattis, 

'The term d. b. h. means tile tree diameter, including the bark, at 4.5 teet from the 
ground (breast hei"llt).

"SPAULDING, P., HEPTING, G. H., and llACALONY, H. J. INVESTIGATIONS IN DECAYS OJ' 
BALs.ur FIR. I. GALE JUVER EXPERDIENTAL FOREST, Nmv IIAMPBIIIRE. U.S. ForestSer,., 
Northeastern Forest Expt. Sm. Tech. Note 11. 3 pp. 1932. [l;'rocessed.l 
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N.'Y.Diffetent ages and "types of stands were included--.;.uplanC/. and 
;lowland, pure and ,mixed with hardwoods and.spruce, on good sites 
and on poor sites. The plots were well scattered over the range of 
thebalsam.firin New England and New York. The soil in all cases 
wasglaciated---sandy Joamwith interspersed pebbles, stones, .and 
boulders. 

In the earlier cuttings quarter-acre plots were used· and all balsa,m 
firs down to 1 inch .d. b. h. were felled and examined. No decay or 
cull was foundbe]ow 40 years; on later cuttings, therefQre;-only trees 
40 years of age and older were examined. The later cuttings were· on 
various-sized' plots, usually of about a CJ,up,rter acre, selected to repre, 
sent average conditions for their distrIcts and tnken together to be 
representative of .the region covered. General data on all iplots . are 
given in .table 1. 

For each .plot the soil type, moisture relations, topography, eleva
tion, density, associated species, and other minor details were noted 
and complete data were tak611 on the condition and physical chamc
tm:istics of each tree studied. When decays of questionable identity 
were found,. samples were submitted 6 for culturing and determina
tion of the causal organism. 

TABLE 1.-Geneml d.ata onl,127 balsam fir trees in study areas 

Stand age 1 .Balsam 
Plot No. Locality Trees fir in Soil moisture. Site 

I condition index' 
___1___________ Average Range _st_an_d_ _________ 

I I 


Number Years Years Percent 
1_•••• ___ . Bethlehem, N .R••• _••___.. 129 70 55-121 53 U"pland.. __ •__ 59

2••_••_____••__do.............. __._._. __ 	 63 60 56- 70 51 Intermediate__ 62 


.:;8 61 34- 72 66
3__._. ___ - .._••do. ___.... _••• __.....__• 58 _____do____._ .. 
4_. __ •• ___ ... __do. ____ • __.. ____ • _____•. 51}- 75 60 Upland_______179 66 58 


139 69 63- 71 58
5_......_....__do ________........__... . 47 Lowland_____ _ 
6.._______ Oarroll, N. R .. _____........ 67 Upland _______72 102 73-149 	 60 

7.___....__._._do....._............_... 14 136 115-164 10 Lowland______ 70 

8 __._. __.. __ •._do. __ .... ' ••. "._.__ .'_ 51 121 61-176 44 IntermedIate.. 60

9___ ._•••_ Newcom. N. Y ___ .. _____•• 24 119 91}-Hl 55 Upland_____ __ 65

10__ ....__ .._••do ____.........._....._. 65 LOwland____ __
26 116 92-138 61 

11...._... Sahattls, N. Y. ___ .......__ • 22 106 67-154 20 Intermediate__ 63

12._.______....do __ ..................._ 56 103 75-163 50 Lowland_.._.. 49 


82 45-167 58
13___________••do._ ._........ __ ........ 69 50 Upland ____.._ 

14........ Indian Township, lIIaino_ .. 124 66 58- 77 56
65 _....do______ __ 

15________ Columbia, N. H ..._......._ 101 59 48-117 90 Lowland______ 59 


1 The age of a stand is taken as the average age of the dominant and codominant trees. 
, 7 poor sites, 49 to 59; 8 good sites, 60 to 70. Indexes used in prepara.tion of table 8 (p.l8). 

CULLING PRACTICES 

As stated by Kaufert (16), the J?roblem of deciding what culling 
practice to follow in a study of tIns type is rather difficult. In any 
region the utilization of anyone species varies from operator to opera
tor and from State to State. In New England and New YQI!kthe 
principal use of balsam fir is for pulp, and yet the closeness of utiliza
tion varies greatly. To obtain IDliformity, the writers adopted the fol
lowing culling rules, which are a composite o£ the woods practices 
observed throughout the region. 

Butt off at base until sound wood equals two-thirds' of cross-section area. 
-Cut into 4-foot bolts up to3 inches top diameter. 

• To R. W. Davidson, associate mycOlogist, Division of Forest Pathology. 
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QuII all ,bolts 6 inches in.diameter and under at small end if they contain 
.any rot: ' 

'Cull all bolts over 6'inches In diameter at the small end if more than one-third 
of their diameter isceliter rot, more than one'eighth Qf it Is tim rot, or 
more thanone·quarter of their cross-section area is scattered rot. 

Application of these rules was made on the basis of ocular estimates. 
The resulting crill may be termed "commercial cull." Inasmuch as 
sucha.~ullin~ practice allows for close utilization, ,it was decided, ~hat 
no modIficatIOn was necessary to allow for even closer future utlhza
tion. The cull in this bulletin approximates the theoretical cull of 
Kaufert. . 

METHOD OF COMPILATION 

All volumes were computed by plotting the cllmensiol1s of each tree 
on the United States Forest Service tree measurement form (No. 558a). 
The al'earepresenting each tree was measured with aphmimeter, and 
the volume in cubic feet was derived by multiplying with known con
verting factors. Cull volumes were computed in the same way. 

·Both total and gross merchantable vohuile were determined. Total 
volume. includes all wood, inside bark, from ground to top; gross mer
chantable volume includes only that wood between a i-foot stump and 
a top diameter of 3 inches inside barIc: cull volume is the volume of 
merchantabl.e material culled accordi11g to the rules stated under 
Culling Practices; net merchantable volume is the gross merchantable 
volum.e minus cull volume. Throughout this report, unless stated 
otherwise, the volumes referred to are merchantable. 

Corrections for total age were made on the basis of height growth 
of trees in the vicinity. Young trees were cut and their age determined 
at the ground and at l-footintervals up to 17 feet. The correction for 
age was added to each tree, depending 011 the height of the age count 
above the ground. 

CULL IN RELATION TO AGE 

•~L'he first and in many respects the principal relation determined in this study 
was that between the age of the dissected tree and the cull volume. ~'he data 
presented, thOugh based upon indi.vitlual trees, are applicable to the stands. 
In the lifetime of 11 balsam fir stand, indiyidual trees nre continually dropping 
out, largely from suppreSSion and wind throw of those weakened by butt rot Which 
is decay extending upward from the stump. Top rot is used to distinguish clearly 
decay in the trunk, which originates usually in the upper part. The principal 
l'oe thus designated Is that caused by Stel'eu1n sa.nultinolentum and commonly 
known as red heart. The analyses that follow are based on the trees present 
in a stand at the time of cutting, amI no consideration is giyen to mortality losses 
np to that time. The culmination of net growth in a stand will be attained 
earlier than these figures show. 

PERCENTAQE OF TREES WITH DECAY AND WITH CULL , 
The variation in percentage of trees with decay and cull with tree age is 

shown in figure 1. The eight curveS are largely self-explanatory, but a few 
wi.nts should be stressed. No decay was found at stump height 1::: any trees 
under ·<;lOyears of age, but by 45 years 20 percent had Some decay, by 60 more 
than 50 percent had decay, and by 14.5 all were partinlly decayed. The fig,1l'es 
for butt uecayorlly are slightly lower. Butt decay appears at 40 years, 20 percent 
of the .trees are affected by 47 years, 50 perc>1nt by 72, and 100 percent by 160. 
TOp decay begins at the same time but builds up much more slowly. It is present 
in 20 I*rcl'lut of the tr~es by 90 years and in 50 percent by .150 years. 
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:0 Naturallr .cull :!ags 'beliiud.decay. !Che rl,llatively small size of the average 
.balsam fir.means that there are few'trees in which decay does not result in cull. 
.By i!9 years 20 percent; df ilU trees :had some cull, by 84 yeats 50 percent had 
some .cull, and by :165 :years ,all bad some cull. .Butt cull lags only Slightly 
·behind toW.cull, i.e., 20 percent of all the trees at 50 years had butt cull, 50 
'pcrcent at 105 years, and 100 percent at 165. The worst feature. of the butt 
.cull is .that by the time a tree has enough butt decay to necessitate cull, the 
tree is greatly weakened and is predisposed to windfall. 

TABLE 2.-Assoeia,tion between butt mt ana top rot in 1,125 bal,sam iiI' tl:ees, 
592 1fYithout a'il(~ 583 ·with butt rot 

Nonbutt·rottcd 	 Nonbutt·rottedButt'rotted trees 	 Butt·rotted trees trees 	 trees 
Age class Ago class 


(years) (years) 

Num· With top' Num· With top Num· With top Num· With top 

ber rot ber rot ber rot ber rot 

Perce'llt Percent 	 Percent Percent 
31-40•••••••• 25 -.. -.... .. -- 111-120.••••• 5 40.0 19 26.3 

--···-4~i· ~-

41-50........ 49 18 121-130•••••• 7 71.4 26 46.2 
51~0.••••••• 167 7.2 92 5.4 131-140.••••• 8 25.0 26 .23.1 
61-70.••••••• 242 9.5 201 10.0 141-150•••••• 4 100.0 14 42.9 
71-80.••••••• 31 19.4 44 15.9 151-160•••••• 3 100.0 6 50.0 
8H1O••••••.~ 2IJ 13.8 37 8.1 161-170•.•••• --- .. ---- -... .. .. --- 6 33.3~ 

91-100.•••••• 17 2IJ.4 24 8.3 171-180.••••• -------- -- ... ------- 2 50.0 
101-110•••••. 5 60.0 18 16.7 

A comparison of the association of butt and top rot in balsam fir by age classes 
is given in table .2. Within each age class all trees were put in two groups, 
those with and thoiSe without butt rot. Then for each group the percentage of 
trees with top rot was computed. If ~ome trees were more susceptible to decay 
than others, then the percentage of butt-rotted trees with top rot should be higher 
than the percentage of nonbutt·rotted trees with top rot. Reference to the data 
shows that the reverse is true. The percentage of llonbntt-rotted trees with top 
rot is consistently higher than that of the butt·rotted trees with top rot, with 
the exception of the 61· to 70·year age class, when it is approximately the same. 
This Iray be taken as an indication that there are no important differences in 
generdf decay susceptibility between individual trees nnd thnt the factor or 
factors determining decay infection in balsam fir are largely external or 
environmental. 

MERCHANTABLE VOLUlVIE AND CULL LOSSES 

Data on -merchantable volume and cllli losses by age Classes are shown in 
figure 2 and table 3. Inflgure 2, curve A shows the average gross merchantable 
volume Of all trees; curve B shows the average cull volume per tree; and curve 
C shows the net merchantable volume per tree. Balsam fir in the Northeastern 
States attains merchantable size just before it reaches 40 years of age, and has 
an average gross merchantable volume of 5 cubic feet at about 60 years, 10 
clibic feet at about 80 years, and 16 cubic feet at about 100. Cull is negligible 
up to 60 years, and reaches a volume of 1.7 cubic feet (17 percent) at 80 years, and 
3.6 cubic feet (approximately 22lh percent) at 100. Periodic net increment of 

. merchantnble 	WQod is highest from 60 to 80 years and then decreases gradually 
until at 150 the volume of cull more than offsets the periodic growtlI or incre· 
ment. The mean annual net increment of individual trees does not reach its 
maximum untilllO years. This, of course, applies to the survivors in tJw stand 
and is not'indicative of :the culmination of mean annual net increment 'for the 
stand. ,Mortality becomes heavy after 70 years of age and the loss of large 
numbers of trees will hasten the culmination of growth for the stand as a whole. 
Since, however"the trees so lost usually have the highest proportion of CUll, the 
decrease in net volume will not be so marked and culmination of net annual 
stand increment w.ilLbe correspondingly deferred. 
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FIGURE 2,-Gross and net merchantable volume in cubic feet of balsam fir, by 
age classes, 

TABLE 3.-Gross, Gull, (lnd '/let merehantable. vol1tmc and net inerement ot 

1,125 bal:Jall~ fi'" trees, by age ala8s6s 1 


Volume Net increment 

Age Tota1Trees D. b.h. Gross Net()ears) height roer- Gull mer- Mean Periodicchani- cbant- annual 
able able 

Number Feet Inch.. Cubic!eet Cubic!ed Percent Cubic!eel Cubic!eet CUbic!eet40_________ 
!l5 17 3.3 0.6 0 1.8 0.6 0.015 -_... ---_ ... -
67 31 4.7 2.5 .2 6,3 2.3 .046 1. i50-_------.60__.. _.... 259 41 5.9 4.8 .5 10,3 4.3 .072 2.0 

70 •• __ .. __ 48 7.4 13.8 .091" 443 7.1 1.0 6.4 2.1 
80._. ____ •• 75 54 8.3 10.2 1.7 17.0 8.0 .106 2.1 
1Il)__ .~...__ 66 59 9.4 13.0 2.6 20.0 10.4 .116 1.0 
100....... _ 41 62 10.5 15,9 3,6 22.6 12.3 .123 1.9110________ 

23 65 11. 4 19.0 4.9 26.0 14.1 .128 1.8120.__• ____ 24 67 12.2 22.0 6.6 30.0 15.4 .128 1.3
130___ ...__ 33 69 13.0 25.1 8.5 34.0 16.6. .128 1.2 
140.____._. 34 71 13,7 28.2 11.2 39.6 17.1 .122 .5
150________ 72 31.2 46.4 .111 -.418 14.4 14..5 16.7160________ 9 73 15.1 34.3 18.6 54.2 15.7 .098 -1.0170________ 6 74 15.7 37.5 24.1 64.3 13.4 .079 ..,2..3 
180~.__ • ___ 2 75 16.3 40.8 31.5 77.2 9.3 .052 -4.1 

1 Data road from. curves. 
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PERCENTAGE OF MERCHANTABLE VOLUME CuLLED 


An the data in the preceding section were used in a comparison of eull and 
gross 'merchantable voluIrie on the basis of the average tree in each class. The 
pulpwood operator may find the same data more useful expressed in percentages, 
particularly if he has information on the predominant age .and estimated volume 
of his timber. 

The percentage of the merchantabli:! volume culled, in relation to age, is 
shown iu figure 3, curve A. By 60yellrs 10 percent of this volume is cull, and 

80 
PERCENTAGE OF MERCHANTABLE VOLUME 

A -0 - CULLED FOR DECAY OF ALL KINDS 
70 B - 0 - CULLED FOR TOP DECAY 

c- b. - CULLED FOR BUTT DECAY 
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FIGURE 3.-Percentage of merchantable volume of balsam fir cu"Jed for butt and 
top decays, by age classes. 

by 90 years 20 percent, after which there is a decided acceleration in the rate of 
increase until at 180 years more thau 75 percent of the merchantable volume is 
cull. Every opemtor probably has his own idea as to the highest cull per
centage he can allow with profit. Furthermore, this figure will vary according 
to whether he is buying stumpage or cutting from his own holdings. 

CompariSon of the butt- and top-decay and cull data in figures 1 and 3 is 
essential to an understanding of balsam fir pathology. In figure 1, curves B 
and a show that in number of trees infected butt decay is far more common 
than top decay throughout the lifi:! of the species. Yet in spite of this, in figure 
3, curves.B and a show that In percentage of merchantable volume culled, top 
rot greatly e,.-..:ceeds butt rot after 55 years of age. 

This situation arises from two entirely distinct but supplementary cireum
stances. First; and most evident, is the fact that Ste'1'emn sanguinolentum, 
which causes most of the top decay, grows very rapidly both upward and down
ward from the point .of infection. On the other hand the fungi causing butt 
decay can spread only upward, and they also grow at a slower rate than the 
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tqp;rot :fungus. This means that in most cases each top rot cull c:"se accounts 
tor, a ,much h,igher percentage of the total volume than does each butt rot ',cull 
'case. [rhe other reason for this conUition is that butt decay predisposes infected 
"trees to wintlfnll, whereas top decay apparently does little, if anything, to 
increase the rate of mortality of the species. 

[rhus, top, rot is cumulative ,throughout the life of a stancl, whereas butt rot 
tends to ,remove itself by causing many infected trees to break over and dis
appear. Of course, some trees, with top rot will also have butt rot and thus be 
lost through windfall, but the proportion of trees thus removed is not nearly 
so high as 'for trees with butt rot. In figure 1, curves D and H show the per
,centage of trees with both butt and top decay und butt and top cull, respectively. 
,In general, not more than one-fourth of the trees with butt rot also hav.e 
top rot. 

:FELLING :AGE AS DETERMINED BY CULL VOLUME AND MORTALITY 
LOSSES 

The principal factor that should ~:Jvern the choice of the rotation age, from 
the standpoint of wood production, is net increment. This is determined by 
the relations of gross volume and cull volume to stand age. These relations 
are presented, on an individual-tree basis, in figure 2 and table 3. In addItion, 
intormation onmortaUty losses in fully stocked stunds of merchantable sIze is 
essential, particularly if, as in balsum fir, the species being considered is rela
tively short-lived. 

On the basis of mean anIlual increment, it wouW seem most profitable to hold 
balsam fir up to an age of 110 to 130 years. The mean el1nual net increment 
increases from a low of 0.015 cubic foot at 40 years of age up to 0.128 at 110 
years, at which point it remains stationary for 20 years before decreasing. On 
the basis of the periodic net Increment, balsam fir is growing most rapidly 
between 60 and 80 years of age, and not until 110 years is passed does the 
periodic increment become less than it was between 40 und 50 years. 

The field.data on which table 3 is based do not include any mortality losses
from supresslon, windfall, insect and disease attack, und fire. Balsam fir Is 
subject in varying degree to all these injurious agencies, but particularly to 
Windfall, as it approaches maturity. General observlltions throughout the balsam 
fir 'region of the Northeast have convinced the writers that this species becomes 
,highly susceptible to windfall at the age of about 70 years. As an example, on 
2 quartercacre plots on the Gale River Experimental Forest in a stand approxi
mately 60 to 70 years old there were 384 trees, of which 63 (l()1h percen~)hud 
been wind-thro.wn within a 3-year period. Of the 63 down trees orily 12 (19 per
cent) were sound at the butt. This is an Indication that about 80 percent of 
the windfall losses in balsam fir are in butt-rottecl trees. Curves Band F, 
figure 1, Show that [it 75 years 53 percent of the trees will have butt decay and 
40 percent will have butt cull. Obviously, when butt decay has progressed far 
,enough to cause cull a high inCidence of wind breakage may be expected . 

.Even though the mean annual net increment figures on a tree, rather than a 
stand, 'basis indicate a maximum age of 130 years and the net periodic figures 
indicate a.maximum of 80 years, the writers conclude that the increased incidence 
of windfall mortality in balsam fir stands after the age of 70 years is reached 
makes it imperati'·e that a felling age of 70 years be set for maximum returns. 
Up to this age losses of trees of merchantnble size from \vindfall are not severe. 
To set the felling age of balsam fir in the northeastern forest region at 70 years, 
with an outSide maximum of 80 years, will assure the harvesting of the probable 
maximum wood volume. 

CULL IN RELATION TO DIAMETER 

Balsam fir frequently occurs in uneven-aged stands mixed in varying degree with 
other species, particularly red spruce. As the age of individual trees is difficult 
,to ,obtain in such stanils, it is a common practice to classify stands for cutting 
by diameter rather than by age. For this reason, the relation between diameter 
and cllllhas greater practical utility than that between age and cull. Data on 
the relatiQn,of cllllto diameter are $hown in figpre 4 and table 4. 
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FIGURE 4.-Gross and net merchantable volume of balsam fir, by diameter classes. 

TABLE 4.-01'088 and net merchantable volmne of 1,004 balsam fir trees, by 
diametet· classes 1 

Gross yross' NetCurrent mer- mer- mer-Cull' gross Net·OIIlSS Aver- chant>- chant>- cbant-Trees Height Cull VO\UlIlO lncre- incre- incre(d.b.h.) age ahle able ablement ment mentvol- incr~ volculledUlIle ment UlIle 

Num- Oubic Oubic Oubic Per- Oubic Per- Cubic Oublc 
ll1ches, ber Feet Year8 feet fut feft cent feet cent fetl feet4___·_______ 123 35 62 0.6 0.07 12.4 0.53.. ------5 __________ ---O~i4- ---i1:"7"128 41 65 1.8 1.2 .21 11.8 1.6 1.1 

7 __________ 
6 __________ 

101 40 68 3.5 1.7 .42 11.9 .21 12.4 3.1 1.5 
8 __________ 95 50 72 5.4 1.9 .68 12.6 ..26 13.7 4.7 1.6 

94 53 76 7.6 2.2 1.0 13.6 .32 14.5 0.6 1.9
9 __________ 97 56 80 10.2 2.6 1.5 15.0 .50 19.2 .8.7 2.110 _________ 

11_________ 
 89 59 84 13.1 2.9 2.2 10.9 .6S 23.4 10.9 2.2 

82 62 89 16.4 3.3 3.2 19.3 .96 29.. 1 13.2 2.312 _________ 
53 65 93 20.1 3.7 4.4 21.9 1.2 33.2 15.7 2.513 _________ 

14 _________ 48 68 98 24.2 4.1 5.9 24.3 1.5 36.1 18.3 2.6 
27 70 104 28.6 4.·1 7.7 26.8 1.8 40,5 20,9 2.6

15 _________ 19 72 110 33.1 4.5 9.8 29.6 2.1 47.6 23.3 2.416____ ._. ___ 14 74 116 37.9 4.8 12.2 32.2 2.4 50.0 25.7 2.417_________ 13 76 122 43.0 5.1 15.0 34.9 2.8 55.1 28.0 2.3IS_________ 
11 78 128 48.4 5.4 18.3 37.S 3.3 60.9 30.1 2.119. ________ 5 80 134 54.1 5:7 22.0 40.0 3.7 64.2 32.1 2.0 

.82 140 60.1 6.0 26: 1 43.4 4.1 68.7 34. 0 1.9
20_________ 
21.. _______ ---- .. --

4 84 145 66.4 6.3 30.7 46.3 4.7 74.0 35.7 1.6 
1 86 150 73.0 6.6 35.9 49.2 5.2 78.5 37.1 1.4

22_________ 

I 

1 pata read from curves; 
• Increment Is used here in tho sonseof tho increllSe In volUlIlo from one diameter clllSS to the next larger 

class. 

Up to 8 inches in diameter, cull increases rather slowly, but above that size 
it mounts rapidly. On the basis of cull increase by diameter classes there is no 
i~diclltion of the maximum size at which balsam fir in the residual sta~d will 
produce the greatest .net increment. There is a gradual decrea!!e in the net 
increment _after 14 inches, but up to the highest diameter, 22 inche:;;, the net 
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increment stlll 'remains at ,a rate Higher tIlan in small trees up to' 5 incHes. 'It 
.:mnst.be realized, however, that tIlis net increase does not otrset tHe loss th170ugh 
wind tHrow or decay of whole, trees of tHe smaller sizes from wHich' the larger 
trees would have grown. 

In tile absence ofa complete hlstol7Y of stands, it seems profitable to consider 
the situation if tile frequencies 'sHown by curving and weigHting. tHe data in-tHe 
number-of-trees column of table 4 approximated the course of growth and mor
tality· in all-aged balsam fir stands. Following tIlis assuD;lption, 138 4-incH trees 
wlll grow into 135lHncH trees, wHich in turn will develop into 132 6-incHtrees, 
and gO on. 

The aggregate gross and net volume that would still be standing when tHe 
,survivors Of tile original 138 4-inch trees attain various larger diameters aI:e 
shown.in table 5. Aggregate gross volume reaches its peak at 10 to 12 incHes, 
aggregate net volume at 10 to 11 inches, and aggregate cull volume not until 12 
to .15 inches. .If the original assumption is conceded as approxim'lting correctly 
tile average conditions in balsam fir stands in the Northeastern States, it would 
follow logically from table S that for maximum returns tIlis species should not be 
held to a\'erage diameters gl'eater than 11 inches. 

TABLFJ 5.-Hypothetical course ot gross, net, and cull volumes with increasing 
size, of the survi·vors of an o-rig·jnal group Of 138 .q-inch balsam. fir trees, 
Cl:J1suming that the growth and mortality followed the COU1'se indicated b1l 
the study plots 

Class (inches Trees' Gross merchantable volume Net merchantable volume Cull volume d. h. h.) 

Average cubic I A/1£,regate Average cubic Aggregate ~reqate
Number leet c icleel leet cubicleet ieleel 


5 _________________ 

4 ________________ 

138 0.6 83 0.53 73 10 
6 _________________ 135 1.8 243 1.59 215 ;28 
9 _________________ 132 3.5 462 3.08 407 55 
8 _________________ 128 5,4 691 4.72 604 87 
9 _________________ 123 7.6 935 6.6 812 123 
10_________________ 117 10.2 1,193 S.7 1,018 176 

109 13.1 1,428 10.9 1,188 UO 
12_________________ 
11_________________ 

96 16.4 1,574 13.2 1,267 30i 
13_________________ 73 20.1 1,467 15.7 1,146 321 
14_________________ 64 24.2 1,307 18.3 988 .319 
15 ________________ n 28.6 1,li3 20.9 857 316 
16_________________ 33 33.1 1,092 23.3 769 323 
17_________________ 25 37.9 948 25.7 643 305 
18_________________ 19 43.0 817 28.0 .532 285 

14 48.4 678 30.1 421 20019_________________ 10 64.1 641 32.1 321 22020__________ •______ 7 60.1 421 34.0 238 18321.________________ 
4 &6.4 266 35.7 143 ,12322.______________._ 2 73.0 176 37.1 U .102 

, Freqqeneles in column 2, table 4, weighted to give equal representation to the 3 age groups considered 
lrr table eo, and then curved. There were 7 plots in the young stands and 4 each in the other 2 age groups. 
The raw data were weighted tn indicate the populations as if there had been 7 plots in each age group. 

Further backing for this recommendation is given by reference to the column of 
table 4 011 current gross increment culled, which indicates that Of the gross in
crease in volume as the trees grow from 4 to'S inches in diameter, 11.7 percent is' 
culled. From 9 to 10 inches cull has increased to 23.4 percent, and from 14 to 
15 inches it has doubled, to 47.6 percent. Obviously with increaSing tree size the 
current cull losses mount very rapidly-so rapidly that any plan to utilize most 
of tHe growth of balsam fir must calI for relatively small average upper diameter 
limits. 

An entirely different type of analysis of the relation of cull to diameter is tHat 
sHown in table.6. The average-stand ages for all the study areas are given in 
table 1. On the basis of average age the plots were divided into three groupe,,: 
Yopng stands, plots I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 14, and 15, varying from 59 to 70 years; inter
mediate stands, plots 6, 11,12, and 13, varying from 82 to 100 years; and old 
stands, plots 7, 8, 9, and 10, varying from 116 to 136 years. Within eachgropp 
the relation of c.ull to diameter 'was computed and expressed as a percentage of 
the gross me17~antable volume in eacti diameter class. 
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1'ABLE 6.---'OOmfJ~ri30n ot the percentage of merchantable volume ,c,uUed in 616 
" youn,g, ~13intermediate, and,115 old t1'ees in ,stands of ,ba~samtt,.l 

Class 
(in$es

<I.:b.. h:.) 

Young atands Intermediate stauds Old stands 

Trees Age Height Oull Troos Age Height Cull Treos Age Height O,ull
----1-- ------- --------------------

Number Year. Fut Pucent Numb<r Years F<et Percent NU?f,ber Years F..t Ferc.ntL ________~ 118 60 35 11.2 5 76 39 85.0 ________ •__• _____._._ • __._.•_ 
'5_.___.____ 116 61 38 10.0 12 78 42 38.0 _.. _ _ __ 

----  3- . lio- ----iii ---02. 06_________ 62 42 10.1 8 80 45 5.01)0 
7_~________ • 89 63 46 10.6 3 82 48 2.6 
8__________
9___________ 

80 
54 

64 
64 

49 
52 

11.4 
12.0 

9 
31 

84 
87 

51 
54 

6.4 
11.7 

10__________ 54 65 66 12.6 27 89 57 17.7 
11______ __ __ 34 65 59 13. 0 32 92 60 23.2 
12.._________ 16 66 62 13.4 26 94 62 28.3 
13_________ 10 66 64 13.7 27 97 65 33.4 
14",,,,_,,,_.,,,,,,_. 
11i",,,,,,,,,,,,,_____
16__._______ 

7 
4 
1 

67 
67 
67 

67 
69 
71 

14.0 
14.3 
14. 6 

12 
9 
6 

100 
103 
107 

08 
71 
73 

37.8 
41. 6 
45.2 

17_________ 1 68 73 14.7 
18_____._.__ 2 69 74 14.8 
19____________________"'___ •___"'_. ___._.__ 

2 
2 
2 

l11 
116 
121 

75 
77 
79 

48.5 
51.6 
54.4

20____•_______________________________________________________________ 
21_____________________________________ . __________ • ________"'____"'__"'''' 
22_________ ' ___ "'''' __ •____________ "'. _________________ •_________ ..______ 

I 

, Datn reau from curves. 

3 111 59 32.5 
5 112 61 23.1 

12 113 63 20.0 
S 114 65 19.7 

16 115 67 20. 9 
11 116 69 22.7 
10 117 71 24.7 
9 118 73 26.8 
6 119 i5 29.0 
7 121 76 31.2 

10 123 78 33.3 
7 126 80 35.5 
3 131 82 37.4 

.. __.___ 137 84 39.3 
4 144, 87 41.0 
1 J53 gO 426 

The high cull values at the lowest diameters are due to the culling rules, under 
which the presence of any decay in the smallest diameters causes complete cull, 
whereas in the larger trees the cull depends on the volume of infection. Within 
the same diameter class, except in classes with an insufficient numerical basis, 
the cull was almostalwnys higher in the intermediate and old stands than in 
the young stands. In the largest diametel' classes the old stands showed a lower 
c,ull percentage than the intermedia te stands; this was pt'obably due to the in
sufficient numerical basis in these classes and to the fact that in overmature 
stands badly rotted trees t~nd to drop out before those that are sound. It is 
tr.ue that within each of the three age groups there appears to be a relation of 
cull percentage to diameter, but this is believed to be due primarily to the fact 
that the age gl'oupings were rather broad, lind within each age group age increased 
with diameter. In the young group the increase in age with diameter is slight, 
and the increase of cull percentage is correspondingly slight. In the other groups 
the more rapid increase of cull with diameter goes with a rapid increase of age 
with diameter. This 11ll2,):ysis indicates quite strongly that cull percentage is 
related to age rathel' thaI[ to size. 

The discussion introducing the section on the percentage of cull in relation 
to age is equally applicable here. Tile data are shown in figure 5. Butt decay 
is the principal cause of cull up to 6 inches, but after that top decay Jlnpidly 
becomes most Important until above 8 inches it accounts for approximately two
thirds of all cull. 

The high percentage values for all cull and,for cull from butt decay only at 
the smallest diameters is due to the culling rules, as explained in the preceding 
section, and not to Ilnl'greater volume of decay. 

FELLING DIAMETER AS DETERMINED BY CULL VOLUME 

AND MORTALITY LOSSES 


The 'preceding discussion suggests the difficulties encountered in attempting 
~ .setup ,diameter nmits for balsam fir management. 'fhe principal deterrent 
lies largely ,in the fact that the l'Ilte of increase in cull is a function of time or 
age· rather, than of size or diameter j and that the correlation between diameter 
nn!lage in the present unmanaged and often overstocked stands of balsam fir 
is very poor. Table 7 gives the freqnency distribution of diameter by age of ,all 
the t!,'ees disse<:ted in this study. The wide dispersion is characteristic of the 
species and reflects its tolerance to high stand density and overtopping. At the 
same time it reveals the pitfalls confronting anyone who attempts to use dinmeter 
as an indicator of age or ,a measure of maturity. 
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FIGUEE 5.-Percent~ge of merchantable volume of balsllm fir cull~d for butt and 
top decays, by diameter classes. 

The use of two criteria-age and size-for establishing rotation reqult'es 
that the relationship between them be examined criticnlly, since one criterion 
may have priority uuder certain conditions and the other may rule under other 
conditions. In this particular study the difficulty is magnified by lack of stand 
figures and the necessity of applying findings for illdiyidunl trees under varying 
site conditions to stands as a whole. 

TABLE 7,-Frequency distributior~ of dia.metel· by age in 1,127 ba/.sam fir tl'ees 

I Diameter class (inches) , 

Age class (years) I i I ! I ! --,---.-1--,1--.----,,---,:---1 Total 
1.0 3.0 5.0 7.0 9.0,' H.O! 13.0! 15.0 Ii.. 0 19,0 1 .21.0 

-------·---~-;-·-;--l-- --,--1------1--- 
10....................·•••• ...... 
, •••• """1''''''1'''' .-.... ··..··1· ..... , ..........\............

30......................... 18 6 1 .................................... _ ....... •••••• 25 

50......................... 31 92 56 53 35 22 6 ........ __ •..• ,... ...... 295 

70......................... 8 88 161 121 91 43 2'2 i 3 ___ ..• ...... 5-14 

90..............._......... ...... 3 8 9 36 28 19 6 1 1 ..... III 

110...................._............... ",,,. 3 9 18 7 6 3 1 4i 

130....................... ...... ...... 3 3 12 Ii 9 10 9 2 1 66 

150............_ .............................. -... 3 7 9 4 5 I 2 31 

170.................................... ' ••• _.••.••.••.,.. ...... 3 ...... 3 1 1 8 


Total............... 
57m m lm186135\15"I3'3[-----;---51-5-!1.i21 
! Midpoints Qr age classes ()-19, 20-39, etc. 
• Midpoints or dJIlmeter classes. ()-1.0, 2.()-3.0. etc. 
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The average diameter of 70-yem'-0Id trees is 7.1 inches and of 80-year--old trees 
8.3 inches (see table 3), and tile Ilverageage of 7-to·9-inch-diameter'trees is be
tween 72 and 80 years (see'tuble 4). From this it,may be inferred that the aver
age felling.dfameter for maximum returns should be somewhere between 7 and 
9.inches. This does not agree with the conclusion from table 5, that balsam fir 
may be held sufely up to an average diumeter of 1.1 inches, but this disparity is 
not unexpected. The felling age of 70 to 80 yeul·s, when the diameter.is 'l to 9 
inches, was set in an attempt to uvoid serious losses from decay and windfall, 
but the maximum lwerage diumeter of 11 inches was bused upon survivor trees, 
and no ullowance was made for serious losses of the trees thut did not sUl:vive 
to the lurge diu meters. From this viewpoint the two diumeter limits are not 
incompatible but may be considered supplementary to each other. 

Assuming that 70 years is the maximum age and 9 inches the maximum average 
diameter allowable fOI' highest net volume stand returns, and further assuming 
that these values are independent of site variations, it is obvious that stands on 
poor sites will reach tlw 70-year age before they reach the 9-inch average diameter 
and that stands 011 goo(1 sites will reach the 9-incb average diameter well in ad
vance of 70 years. Inasmuch as ageis the real factor dei·ermining the pl'oPOrtion 
of cull, it seems clear that on poor sites balsnm fir will have to be hnrvested at 
average diameters less thlln 9 inches but that on good sites it may safely be al
lowed to grow to lal'ger sizes. 

RELATION OF CULL TO SITE QUALITY 

The site index of each cutting area, based upon the average height of the dom
inant and codominnnt trees, was determined according to the method described 
by Meyer (22). Site index figures for the 15 plots ai'e given in table 1; for 7 
poorer sites these rnnge from 49 to 59, and for S better sites, from 60 to 70. 
USing these two gl'OUP8 as representative of the poorer and the better sites, the 
data in table 8 were obtained. 

TABLE 8.--00mpa1'ison ot uro.~8 and. net. 111e1'chantrible vol.llllle ot 795 ba1s.a11l- (it· 
trees t'l'OIl~ poor allcl 328 tr01l1. flood sites 1 

Average volume 

Trees I ~~~r:::~gtC 
Age (years) �----~--__-;.--G-c~-~-~~t!-~-~-:--I. Owl I_N__et_m_a7~_~_hn_n_t_-.I----~~__--

Poor GOOd: Poor IGood ~ Poor IGood Poor Good 

NlI1nber -;;::::::; Gubic Gubic -:::: Pereellt -;;::;:;;: Cubic -;;::;;: Cubic 
, fed feet feet feet feet fed

40_______ ._. ___.... _ 18 7 0.6 0.7 •• _________ ._._ 0.6 0.7 _ •• __ • _. ______I5<L •• _._......__ •• _.[ 00 7 2.3 3.9 8.7 ii.1 2.1 3.7 1.5 3.0 
00••__ .......... _.__ 189 70 ·1.2 7.2 11.9 6.9 3.7 6.7 1.6 3.0 

70___________•___ .__ 397 48 6.7 10.3 14.9 9.7 5.7 9.3 2.0 2.6 
80 __________••_._... 3S 37 9.6 13.1 17.7 13.0 7.9 11.4 2.2 2.1 
IX'--___ •___ • _______• 30 36 12.6 16.0 20.6 16.3 10.0 13.4 2.1 2.0 
100._.____•• ___._._. 21 20 15.2 18.8 23.7 19.1 11. Ii 15.2 1.6 1.8 
110______________••• 13 10 17.4 21.6 28.2 22.7 12.5 16.7 .9 1.5 
120_____••_____ ._.__ 7 17 18.9 24.'1 301.9 27.0 12.3 17.8 -.2 1.1 
130______•________ ._ 7 25 20.2 27.2 42.1 31. 3 11.. 7 18.7 -.6 .9 
140__ .._.._____ ..... 4 80 21.2 30.0 52.8 37.3 10.0 18.8 -1.7 •.1 
15<'--. __..........._ 5 13 22.0 32.7 65.9 44.3 7.5 18.2 -2.5 -.6 

100•• __ ••__ ._. _____ • 3 6 22.7 35.5 81.9 52.4 4.1 16.9 -3.4 -1.3 
170._.____ •• ____ •• __ 3 3 2:3.3 ,3S.2 100.0 63.1 14.1 -4.1 -2.8 

1 Data read frOtll c~rves. 

For trees-from the b~tter sites the average gross merchantable Volume at a given 
age is cOHsiderably anti conSistently greater thanfol: trees from the poorer sites. 
At the same age, however, the average cull volume of trees in both classes is al 
mOli!t identical. Therefore the same cull figures WCl'e used for both groups. 
'Ihese figures are given in the cull volume (cubic feet) column of ta.ble 3. .The 
percentage of cull is appreciably greater on the poorer thap on the better site!;!, 
varying on poor sites at 50 and 170 years from 8.7 to 100 percent and on good
sites from 5.1 to 63.1 percent. . 
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Xheqet periodic increment of merchantable wood of trees on the better sites is 

greatest from 40 to 60 years, but on the pool'er sites it is delayed to 70 to 80 
,years. Moreover, the maximum fOl' the better sites is 3.0 cubic feet Per lO-year 
'interval,whereasit is only_2!2 cubic feet for the poorer sites. -The conclusions 
drawn from these data are that balsam fir on thebettcr sites in the Northeast 
wlllyieldhighest returns if handled on a 60-year rotation, with only slightly less 
production if held to 70 years, and that on the poorer sites the slower growth rate 
delays peak production until 80 years, with only a slight rednction up to 90 years. 
~hese figures indicatc that any silvicultural practices that wiII improve site 
quality wlllincrease returns in two ways-by stepping up the production of 
merchantable wood, and at the same time by redUCing the time interval between 
rotations. 

RELATION OF CULL TO SOIL MOISTURE CONDITIONS 

At the time the· field data were taken, the cutting areas were classified ac
cording to soil moisture conditions-if distinctly wet or swampy as lowland, 
if distinctly well drained ns upland, and if between these two as intermediate. 
Reference to table 1 shows that of the 15 plots 6 were upland and 5 lowland. 1
The site index ratinl,'S of the upland plots vllried fl'om 56 to 65 with an average I 

of 59, and the site index ratings of the lowland plots varied from 49 to 70 with 

an average of 59 also. Table 9 gives all the comparntive data ol\ these 11 plots. 

The 4 intermedinte plots were disregarded in this analysis. 
 I

Of the trees from upland Sites, 45 percent had butt rot with 9 percent of the 1 
gross merchantable volume culled, und 13 percent hud top rot with 15 percent of 
the gross merchantable volume culled. On lowland sites the conditions were 
almost identical: 51 percent of the trees had butt rot with 9 percent of the 
gross merchantable volume culled, and 13 percent had top rot with 14 percent I
of the gross merchuntable ·volume cuBed. In general, therefore, the prevalence 

of butt and top rot is independent of character of site and is approximately equal 

in both dry and wet situations. 


The data in table 9 show that on the uplands balsam fir grows more rapidly Ithan in lowlands and has n higher net volume up to 80 yenrs. Even though 

on a percentage basis cull is higher throughout most of the life of the species 

on uplands than in lowlnnds, the incl'eased growth rate on the uplands com
 I 
pensates for the greater cull losses until after 70 years. 

TABLE 9.-00mparison of gr08S ana 1zet merchall:table voZwne of 595 balsam, fir 

trees f?"Om 1tpland and 336 f?"Om. lowland sites 1 
 I 

A verage volume 1 
Periodic netTrees IincrementGross 	 NetAge Cull 	 ,jmerchantable merchantable(years) 	 11 

!
I Up- ILow- • Up- Low- Up- ILo\\-· Up- Low- Up- Low

land land land land land. .Iand lan!i land land land ! 
-~-----:--------------------------  ! 

Cubic Cubic Cubic Cubic Cubic Oubic I 
40__________________ Number Number feet feet Percent Percent feet feet feet fed 

18 0.4 0.3 2.5 3.3 0.4 0.3alL_________________ ----2r 	 ----i::i- -----0:939 1.8 1.3 6.7 7.7 1.7 1.260.----------- ______ 120 70 4.1 3.2 12.0 9.l 3.6 2.9 1.9 1.770c. ________________ 	 t266 138 7.] 5.7 17.3 9.5 5.9 5.2 2.3 2.3 
54 12 10.4 8.4 22.4 10.0 8.1 7.6 2.2 2.4

80___________ •______ 
90_________•________ 	 r 

34 20 13.4 1l.5 27.1 10.1 9.8 10.3 1.7 2.7100______________ •__ 

110_________________ 
 11 23 15.9 14.6 31.8 11.2 10.8 13.0. 1.0 2•. 7 I11 10 17.9 17.9 36.0 13.6 11.5 15.5 .7 2.5120______________.._ 

130_________________ 
 13 4 19.5 21. 2 39.8 19.0 11.7 17.2 .2 1.7 f 

12 12 20.7 24.6 43.0 28.3 11.8 17.6 .1 .4140__..____•______._ 	 J10 14. 21. 7 28.1 ~5. 6 41.0 11.8 16.6 0 -1.0
150•• _______________ 5 6 22.6 31.5 47.9 56.0 11.8 13.9 0 -2.7160.________________ 	 49.9 11.7 9.5 -.1 -4.41 2 23.3 35.0 73.0 t170____• ________--__ 1 4 24.0 38.5 51.B 91.4 11.6 3.3 -.1 -.6.2 I 

1.Data readIrom curves. ~ 	 ! 
I 
1 
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RELATION OF CULL TO RATE OF GROWTH OF INDIVIDUAL TREES 

The ~ata presented previously might be interpreted as indicating that the 
progress of decay on a volume basis is fairly constant, regardless of the size of 
individual trees. The fact that the average cull loss on a volume basis at a given 
age is the same on poor sites as on good sites supports this interpretation. So 
many other variables enter into the comparison on .a site-quality basis, however, 
that such an interpretation is not warranted. On a pOor site, because of opti
mum E:pacing, individual trees may grow just as rapidly and be just as vigorous 
as individual tree,s in a denser stand on a far better site. For this reason all trees 
were considered as individuals regardless of site and were classified as fast
or slow-grown according to their relation to the average gross merchantable 
volume for all trees of the same age. '.rhis method of dividing the trees into two 
groups,is the same as that used by McCallum (20) and Kaufert (16). 

Curve A in figure 2 shows the average gross mercqantable volume by age for 
all the trees dissected in this study. The actual volume of each tree was com
pared with the average volume of all trees of the same age read from this 
curve. If the volume of a tree exceeded the average, it was classified as fast
grown; if it was e..'Cactly the same as the average, it was discarded; and if the 
volume was less than the average, it was classified us slow-grown. The average 
volume .and cull by ages fOl· both groups are given in table 10. 

The avel·age ~ross and net merchantable volume of slow-grown trees is always 
much less than in fast~grown trees of the same [(ge, varying from a ratio of 1 
to 10 at 40 years to 1 to 2 at 170 years. The reason for the greater disparity 
in size of balsam fir at the younger ages is found in its extreme tolerance. 
Under severe suppression It will survive for years, with almost no increment. 
In the older age classes the effects of suppression tend to be equalized between 
the two groups through progressive mortnlity of the most severely suppressed 
trees. 

The average cull volume in 50-y<'ar-old fast-grown trees exceeds by five times 
that of slow-grown trees of the sallie age, the ratio being gradually reduced with 
increaSing age as the sevel·ely snppl·essed trees drop out, until at 170 years 
there is only twice as much cull in the fast-grown trees. The reasons for this 
difference are obscure, and little published information is available to support 
any of the yarious possible theories. It is not because the slow-growing trees 
escaped infection and probably not because the time of Infection of such trees 
was delayed. Of the slow-grown tl·ees, 50 percent were infected with decay 
OI:ganisms at the time they were cut, as were 60 pel·cent of the fastogrown trees, 
but this difference is not sufficient to account for the much greater difference 
in cull volume. In some cases, particularly the most severely suppressed trees, 
it is probable that the 1·0t soon oc,eupies the entire cross-sectional area of the 
heartwood near the pOint of infection, but this presumably would not have any 
effect on the longitudinal extension of the decay. 

The most plausible explanation, in the opinion of the writel·s, is that differences 
in the density (specific gravity) of the wood of fnst- and slow-grown trees are 
largely responsible. Hale ancl Prince (12) have recently shown that in eastern 
Call1lda the density of spruce and balsam fir woods is dependent upon the growth 
rate-rapidly ,grown wood is light in weight and Slow-grown wood is relatively 
heavy. Per unit of volume, therefore, there is more wood substance by weight 
In Slow-grown than in fast-grown trees. If it is assumed thnt in a specified 
unit of time a wood-rotting fungus can digest a specified quantity of wood 
tissue by weight regardless of the volume it occupies, it is apparent that the 
progress of dec,ay would be more rapid both longitudinally and radially in a 
fast-growing tree, than in a slow-growing tree. In addition, it is possible that 
in allving tree the air-moisture relations are nearer the optimum for the 
progress of decay in a relatively light wood than in a dense wood. Snell (32, 
88, 84) Indicates this possibiJitS when he states (84, p. 879) : "PresullPosing 
that a certain definite volume of ,air is necessary to support the growth of these 
wood destroyers, the moisture content favoring the maximum amount of decay 
or inhibiting decay entirely will vary inversely with the specific gravity." In 

_t 

a dense wood the lumina are small and the limited air available for fUQgus 
growth may be a factor in determining the slower rate of decay. 

A comparison of the cull volume of slow- and fast-grow~ trees expressed as 
a percentage of the gross merchantuble volume shows more Clearly the relations 
between the two gl·0UpS. The cul1 percentage is Slightly higher in Slow-grown 
trees up to .70 years of ~e, slJghtly lower from 80 to 120 yearfi, and slightly 



TABLE lO . .....:Comparison of gross and net merchantable volume of 713 slow- and 407 fast-grown balsam fir trees 1 

Height (av- Gross merchant- Net merchant- Incrementf Diameter (av-Trees erage) erage) able volume Oull volume (average) able volume 

Age (years) (average) (average) 
 Net periodic Mean antiunl I 

Slow Fnst Slow Fn.qt Slow Fnst SloW I Fnst Slow Fnst ISlow I Fast ISlow Fnst Slolv Fast 
i --------------  . 
t Cubic Cubic Cubic Cubic I I Cubic Cubic Cubic Cubic Cubic CubicNumber Number Inchu Inches Feet Feet feet feet feet Percent40_______________________ 20 5 1.9 4.2 feet feet feet50_______________________ 15 39 0.3 2.9 __ '.~~__ ~~~~~~! feg~ 3 fe2~ 9 __ '.~~___- .._- .. --- -------- 0.008 0.07360______ ...._____________ 44 23 2.7 7.1 24 46 1.1 7.2 0.10 9. I 0.5 6.9 1.0 6.7 0.7 3.8 .020 .13470_______•_______________ 162 97 4.1 9.1 33 55 2.2 11.5 .30 13.6 1.3 II.3 1.9 10.2 .9 3.5 .032 .170 t;J80___ •___________________ 304. 139 5.3 10.4 43 61 3.8 15.8 .56 14.7 2.3 14.6 3.2 13.5 1.3 3.3 .046 .10390__________ • ____________ 37 38 6.6 U.5 49 65 5.9 20.1 .94 15.9 3.7 .18.4 5.0 16.4 §?1.8 2.9 .063 .205100__ ._._________________ 38 27 7.7 12. 4 5.1 68 8.3 24.3 1.4 16.9 5.1 21.0 6.9 19.2 1.9 2.8 .077 .213 ~ 110••• _. __________• __• ___ 18 21 8.6 13.3 57 70 10.7 28.7 2.1 19.6 6.7 23.3 8.6 22.0 1.7 2.8 .086 .220120_____________• ______ ._ 18 5 9.4 14.1 60 72 13.0 32.9 3.1 23.8 8.8 26.7 9.9 24.1 H1.3 2. ! .090 .21911 13 10.1 14.8 02 74130._________ •___________ 15.3 37.1 4.6 30.1 11.2 30.2 10.7 25.9 .8 1.8 .089 .216 Z 
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higher again from 130 to 170 years. The differences are not statistically sig
ni1lcant, however, and probably would be even less apparent on an actual rot
volume than on tl cull-volume basis. 

The analysis in table 10 includes many trees near the average volume. In 
order to contrast trees of distinctly slow and fast growth, another analysis 
was Illade on the basis of very slow gl'own tL'ees, including only trees whose 
volume is less than 75 percent of the average volume for that age, and very 
fast grown trees, including only those whose volume exceeds the average 
volume by more than 25 percent. This disclosed that thcre is no essential 
di1l'erence between the rcsults obtained by thc two methods of comparison. 

At 70 years the net mcrchantable VOlume of slow-grown trees is 3.2 cubic 
feet; of fast-grown trees, 13.5 cubic feet; and of very slow and very fast grown 
trees, 2.5 and 15.1 cubic feet, respecUvely. That this diffcrcntinl. in volume 
per tree is also accompanied by an incl'ease in wood production by weight is 
shown by the studies of Hale and Prillce (12, ]i. 40) in eastern Canada, who 
found ". . . that although rapidly grown wood of spruce and balsam fir 
is light in weight and thc slOWly grown wood relnUvely heavy, the rate of 
wood-production of rapidly grown trees on a basis of total weight far exceeds 
the amount produced by slOw-growing trees.'; 

These data indicate that there is consider.llble argument in favor of careful 
management of bltlsnm fir stnnds to illcrease Uw nnmlJcr of fast-grown treeS. 
Up to 70 years of age such trees not only produce mOI'e wood than Slow-grown 
trees but they are also at the same time subjected to somewhat smaller cull 
percentage losses. 

ANALYSES OF CORRELATION OF CULL WITH AGE, DIAMETER, 
HEIGHT, AND VOLUME 

The preceding analyses of the vaL'iution of cubic-foot volumes and percentage 
cull with age and by diameter show gross relations that are illfocmative to a 
certain degree but dc. flot reveal the net relation of diameter, age, and other 
variables to the development of cull. An attempt was made, by correlation analy
sis, to defille the net l'elations between the incidence of cull in balsam fir and 
its contributing or associatcd tt'ee characteristics. 

First, cull volume, in cnbic feet, waS linearly corrclnted with gross merchant
able volume, age, height, and diameter, yielding a correlation coefficient of 0.650 
nnd a linear regreSSion equation by which the expected deviation of cull volume 
of a tree from tIle mean cull volume for all trees is found to be

0-0=0.364 (:1h-a:,) +0.060 (a:,-;;)-0.076 (a:.-;:,) -0.H3 (a:,-;;) 

",hen for each tree, O=cull volume, in cubic feet; $,=gross volume, in cubic 
feet i :c.= total age, in years; $3=total height, in feet; $,=diameter, breast 
high, in inches; and a bar above the symbol indicates the meau for all trees. 

The regression coefficient of diameter was not significant. Omitting it as a 
variate, the correlation coetlicient became 0.645 and the recomputed equation 
became-

0-0=0.334 ($,-;:) +0.060 (a:.-;;)-0.090 (a:.-$3) 

Applying the extreme values in the basic data for each Yllriate, the maximum 
cha)lge in cull ascribed to height was 5.2 cubic feet; to age, 8.5 cubic feet; and to 
yolume, 13.4 cubic feet. Since tree volume Is highly correlated with cull it is 
likely that if it had not been included in the equntion, diallletel' would have had 
II signlficant coefficient becausl' of the direct bearing of diameter upon vdlume. 
In other words, ill trees of equal age and height, there might be found a definite 
correlation between diameter and cull. 

With the possil)ility that the relatiQn between cull and the abovc-mentioned 
variates might be more apparent on a relntive basis, cull was expressed as a 
percentage of the gross merchuntable volume and linearly correlated with diame
ter, height, age, and gross merchantable volume. The correlation coefficient, 
however, was 0.300, so low that the equation has little significance. 
~hese correlation annlyses were made, not only as a check upon the preceding 

simple analyses, but also to attempt to ascertain .more exactly whllt character
istics of individunl trees may be used safely as an index to their pathological 
condition. They were made on thc assumption of straight-line relations, which 
as seen in figures 2 and 4 are far fl'om the actual facts. The relatively high 
coefficient .for volumc is partly due to the fact that the volume graph has a shape 
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.s.omewiJlit like that of the ;cull grlwh, By an analysis in which .curvllinearity 
was. taken into account, more reliable and probably higher coefficients ,could pre
sumably Imve been found for the other factors, The simpler analysis of the 
relation between clill ]Jel'centage'uudllge and dilllueter given in table 6 und 
accompanying text discussion is IJ()rhaps more enlightening~ 

In the order of the ease with which they may be obtained the variables consid
ered in relation to cull are dinmeter, lleight, age, and volume, 'rhe yalue of 
diameter as nn index of cull in balsalll fir is doubtful, but because it is by far the 
easiest and quickest measurement to tnke, it pl'ob:tbly will continue to be the prin
cipal gage of the practicing forester in inventorying his stock. The great yaria
tion of diameter with IIge mllkes it imperatiYI:' that when diameter is used to de
termine the cutting age of balsalll fir, it lUUSt be taken (Ill a sllll1ple large enough 
to give a reliable a.verage, 

IMPORTANCE OF FUNGI CAUSING DECAY 

As previously stilted, prncticnlly all cull fl'Om llecny in balsam fir is attribut
able to three fungi. In order of importanc'e they ar(l tlH' red heart rot fungus 
(SterO/ltn sa ngllin01011 t1l1n) , the white stringy rot fungus (POI'ia. ,~ltli(l.cid(l,), and 
the browllcubical rot fungus (PolypOl'u,s lJ.al,yameuli) , The first is an upIJ()r 
(:rown or top rot and thr other two are butt rots, The chm'acteristic decay of 
each has beell describerl elsewhere (-1, 5, 7, 16, 20), 

The 1,127 trees dissected in this stmly had II total volume, including top and 
stump, of 10,707 cubic feet, of \vhiCh :Umost one-fourth, or 2,536 cubic feet, was 
cull. Of this cull volume, 54 IJ()rcent wns caused by S'tcroltln '~(11I0uiIlOlelltlllll, 28 
percent by POI'ia s/tbacid(l,; 13 percent by PO/liParI/,S 1IalsctmOlt8, anti 5 percent OY 
all other fungi, mechanical (]efects, anti ants, EnYironmental variations had no 
appreciable effect upon the relative abnndnnce of the three principal decays, In 
the percentages of cull and of trees affect~d by each fungus, differences were not 
Significant between well-draine£1 and wet areas, good amI poor sites, and fast
and slow~grown trees, 

In stands of different ages the importance of the diITe\'ent decay fungi will vary. 
In young stands the two butt-rot fungi a('('ot1nt fa)' more cull than does top rot. 
Furthermore, the number of·trees infectec1 With butt rot exceeds the number of 
those with top rot at all ages. Actually Po'l'ia ,~/t//(/cirla· and Poll/pont.s lilll,salllelts 
are more important alHI are the cnus!.: of higher losses than th(l above figures in
(licate, fo)' the windfall losses in a stand lire directly proportion III to their fre
quency, It Is reas(lIlnblc- to surmise that if the da ta here given included all 
losses from mortality throughout tIl(' lifl:' of the "arion!;; stands sampled and if nil 
windfall losses of hutt-rotterl trees \Y('I'P charg('(1 to thl:' blltt rots that predisposed 
the trees to that windfall, tll(' relative 10sl;;el;; attributed to hutt rots would be 
far greater, 

ENTRANCE OF FUNOI AND ANTS INTO LIVING TREES 

Data on the a.venues of entmnce of cnll-prmlucing organisms into Hying balsam 
fir are given in table n, In tile 1,127 trees dlssecte!1 there were 663 fungus in
fections and 47 infestations by carIJ()ntel' ants (belonging to the genus Oa1ll,
1l0I1otll,~), Decay occurrec1ln 584 trees, and ants in 47,inclu(!ing 26 that also had 
decay, Cull-producing organisms were present, tbel'llfol'e, in 605 (54 percent) 
of the 1,127 trees, 

Of the 369 decay cases atb:lbuted to Poria ,slIlJacil]a, the fungus entered through 
the roots in 342 (93 pel'cent), through frost cracks in 18 (5 pel:cent), and through 
basal branch stubs, basal forks, :md mechanical wounds in 9 (2 pel'cent), 

,Of the 116 decay CIISes attributed to P0111flCl1'lI,~ 1J(/1.~nmeu..~, the fungm: entered 
through the roots in 106 (91 percent), through frost cracl{s and Jllechanical 
woun(ls in 4. ell,ch (3% IJ()1.'cent each), and throngh basal bl'llllch stubs IInti bnSlil 
forks In the other.2 (2 percent), 

Of the 144 ,decny cllse!. attributed to Sterol/in SUllflllil101entnln, the fungus en
tered through abnormally large dead branches and branch stubs in the crown in 
113(79 percent), through forks in 19 (13 IJ()l'cent), and through /Jroken and dead 
tops, mechanical wounds, and fl'Ost cl'ncks in We remaining 12 (8 percent), 

. Of the 34 decay cases attrlhuted to othel' fungi, which inclncle Armillaria mol/ea, 
'Oonio1lhora puteana, Lonzitos Sa-OlJi(tI'i((., Poll/1JOI'II.~ rI/Jioti7l1/.,s, Trmnotos hotoro
mor1l1la., and a iew others ofuncertuin identity, the fungns entered through the 
rOelts.ln 13 cases (38 IJ()rcent), through lllechunical woulllls in 12 (35 percent)" 
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through branch stubs. frost cracks, and forks in 7 (21 percent), and through un
known avenues in the remaining 2 cases (6 percent). 

TABLE 11.-Avenlles olentmnoe 01 !ttrrgi and ants into living bal.sam (it· 'trees 

Frequency of causes, of decay or cull 

Entrance point TotalCarPoria PolYllorU8 Stumm Otbersa1lguino- I penteraubacida balsamws fungilemltm ants 

Roots___________ •• ____________ 342 106 --------1-1-3-- 13 41 602 
Brancb stubs_________________ 3 1 120
Frost cracks _________ .-_______ 18 4 1 ~ ----------4:- 29 
Mecbanical wounds___________ 4 4 5 12 2 Zl2 ___________ _Forks.________________________ 2 1 19 24Broken top ____________________________ .__ ____________ 4 4Dead top __________•________•________________________" 2 •______________________ _ 2Unknown____________________ • _________________•______ .___________ 2 ____________ 

2 

Total ___________________ 
369 116 144 34 47 710 

Of .the 47 infestations with carpenter ants, the insect entered through the 
roots in 41 cases (87 percent), and through frost cracks and mechanical wounds 
in the remaining 6 (13 percent). 

Summarizing the data on avenues of entrance discloses that in 71 percent of 
the cases, the organism entered through the roots; in 17 percent, through branch 
stubs; in 4 percent, through frost craCl;:s; in 4 percent, through mechanical 
wounds; in 3 percent, through forks; and in 1 percent through broken and dead 
tops and in unknown ways. 

The absence of fire scars as an avanue of entrance is not a chance cirCUmstance 
but represents the usnal condition in the balsam fir forests of the Northeast. 
Fires occur frequently in such forests, but balsam fir, like other thin-barked 
species, usually is killed outright by even relatively light ground fires. Fire
scarred trees, therefol'e, seldom continue as n component of balsam fir stands.and 
thus are of slight consequence as a decay hazard. 

The exact relation between carpentel' ant infestations and butt decays has 
been the source of much conjecture and discussion. Many foresters and woodsmen 
feel·rather strongly thnt fungus infection nearly always precedes ant infestation. 
The data obtained in this study do not bear out this conClUSion. Of 533 trees 
with butt rot, ant colonies were established in 26 (4.9 percent). Of 594 trees 
with no butt rot, ant colonies were established in 21 (3.5 percent). While this 
indicates that trees with butt rot may be slightly more susceptible to ant Infesta
tion than are those free of such rot, the difference is .not sufficient to warrant the 
conclusion stated above. The fact thnt 3.5 percent of the rot-free trees were 
infested with ants indicates rather strongly that the presence of decayed wood 
is not an esse;1tial predisposing agent to the entrance of those insects. ,Further
more, there is no evidence either way to indicate whether the fungi or the insects 
first attacked the 4.9 percent of the butt-rotted trees that harbored ants. 

EXTERNAL INDICATIONS OF DECAY IN LIVING TREES 

At the time of cutting, every tree was careJ;ullyexumined and all abnormalities 
and defects were noted with the expectation thnt some external indications of 
decay might be found. Such information would be particularly useful in timber 
cruising. The results were almost entirely negative. Out of the totalo! 710 
cases caused by fungi and ants, there were no external evidences before the tree 
was felled of the presence of culhllroducing organisms in 622 cases (88 percent). 
Forty-nine trees with frost cracks were cut, but only 29 (slightly less than 60 
percent) had decay. Of 32 trees with mechanical woundS, .27 (84 percent) haa 
decay, as also did 24 of 37 trees with forks (65 percent), all 4, with tops broken 
out by wind, and 2 of the 3 trees with dead or spike tops . 

. Briefiy summarized, it is found that if a balsam fir has a mechanical wound 
or a . broken or dead top, it probably will have decay, but there is no way -to teU 
how much unless the defect is obviously very old or severe. Ifa tree Is forked 
Qrhall a frost <:rack, it is slightlr more ",ubject to decar than otherwille.Flnltlly, 
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and most important, in aimost 9 of every 1.0 trees with decay, there is no abnor
, ,manty in growth to give any !ndlcatlon of the decay. There is no differencc .in 

the appearance of the exposed roots'1n decayed and in sound trees except in the 
relatively few cases where dead bark is present or where woodpeckerS have 
entered in search· of insects, nor is there any diagnostic difference in the appear
ance of most trees with and without top rot. Dead latcrnl branches or branch 
stubs more than 2 inches in diameter are likely infection entrances for top rot, 
but they are as common in rot-free trees as in decayed trees. 
E.~cluding those trees with obvious crown injuries, there is only one character

.istic that usually suggests the occurrence of top rot-the presence of a series of 

nodes separated by almost indistinguishable Internodes at some point in the 

midcrown. This indicates that at that time the tree was subjected to suppression

sufficiently severe to result In almost complete cessation of terminal height growth 

and that it was fint-topped in form. In many cases the top-rot fungus (8tm'eum 

sanguinolentum) gains entrance during or following such a period of low vigor. 

This 'fact .suggests the futility of most attempts to release fiat-topped balsam fir. 

;Even thOl)gh such trees respond satisfactorily to such release, they are likely to 

be subject to heavy cull when harvested. 


APPLICATION TO FOREST MANAGEMENT PLANS 

Throughout this bulletin simple and mu:ltiple correlation analyses 
of the relation of cull in balsam fir to those variables that are consid
ered highly important in .tIle silvicultural management of the species 
have been presented. In the following discussion the general practical 
applications of the analyses are indicated, with suggestions as to how 
the results of the investigation may be integrated into forest manage
ment plans. i 

CULTURAL OPERATIONS 	 1 
1 

Specific operations to improve either the quality or the quantity of 1 
balsam fir are rare today but should receive increasing attention in the i 
near future. Westveld(36,3'7) has stressed the desirability of weed
ing and girdling to release spruce and balsam fir; The increased I 
value of the product on treated areas is considered to be sufficient jus

tification of such measures, and their use together with partial cutting 

should result in excellent yields.1 Balsam fir appears to be especially 
 Iresponsive to such operations. The present study indicates that a 

further retul'l1 from such management is avttilable in that, as measured 
 Iby cull percentage, balsam fir up to '/0 years of age is slightly less sus I 

Iceptible to decay when ~rowing rapidly than when suppressed. Fur
thermore, as noted earher by Zon (38) and now confilmed by these ! 
investigations, the top rot fungus (Ste1'(}U!/n 8anguinolentwn~) gains 1entrance to many trees that lutve been suppressed long enough to as 1 
sume a flat-topped form. Release of young trees before they have been 
subjected to long suppression removes one Important cause of infection I 
by this fungus. IGeneral observations indicnte that balsam fir is most likely to escape 

top rot infection ii grown in stands sufficiently dense to keep the 
 i 

idiameter of the lateralbmnches below 1112 inches but not dense enough 
to cause suppression or stand stagnation. In other words, proper 
management of balsam fir to minimize the chances of such infection I 
during the course of the entire rotation would call for beginning with ! 
a iairly dense stand and then maintaining a uniformly fair rate of 
growth, not alternately very slow and very fast; this can be obtained I 

1 SP_\ULDING P. WES~'ELD, 111., nnd HANSBnOUGII, .T. R. BALSAM FIR-USE IT, DON'T 

LOSE IT. U. S. Fo~e8t SeJ:v., Nortlleastern Il'orest Expt. Stn. TeCh. Note '49, 2 PP. 1942. 
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by at least ·onegirdliIrgoperation where overtoppinghara.woods are 
present (unless the hardwoods are,marketable,of course) and by one 
or.two weedings and thinnings. , 

ROTATION 

A r()tation of about 70 years is recommended 'for balsam fir in the 
Northeastern States as ameasure to redllce losses from decay and wind
fall. Analysis of the individual-treednta on which this bulletin is 
based shows that the net periodic increment begins to decrease after 
the age of 80 years. These data, however, do not include any losses in 
the stand from wind throw and breakage but are based only on the 
trees present in the stand at the time of cutting; therefore, to avoid 
heavy loss from wmdfall, the recommended cutting age is fixed at 70 
years. Individual operators for business reasons may cut on an 80
year or longer rotation but they must bear in mind that they are sub
jecting themselves to an additional risk of curtailed returns by so 
doing. .At 70 years balsam fil' is well above the minimum merchant
able size, particularly if any operations have been performed to pro
mote growth. Table 3 shows that the average diameter of 443 70-year
old trees is 7.1 inches and the height 48 feet, and table 10 shows .that 
the average diameter of fast-grown trees at the same age is 1Q.~ .inches 
and the height 61 feet. Data presenteel on balsnm fir growth in the 
Adirondncks by Meagher and R.ecknagel (21) show that under forest 
management, diameters ranging from 2.6 to 8 inches will, in 36 years, 
increase to 6 and 14 inches, respectively. The same authors state that 
for economical handling, ".. , Finch,Pruyn & Co. have shown thnt 
the optimum diameters of spruce and fir for pulpwood are 9, 10, and 
11 inches d. b. h." It is evident that balsam fir under good manage
ment can attain these sizes in 70 years. 

LOGGING OPERATIONS 

J\<Iost of the present unmanaged second-growth balsam fir stands of 
merchantable size i11 the N orthenst are pathologically overmature and 
highly defective. Kuufert (16) found identical conditions existing in 
the Lake States. ~luch of fhis timber should be harvested as soon as 
possible before decay renders it unmerchantable. Balsam fir more 
than 80 years of age deteriorates rapidly through decay of standing 
trees. and through losses f~oJ? wind~all and breakage. At the time of 
loggmg such stands the mmlll1um dlameter should be small enough to 
include as lllltlly small ()ld trees as possible. Table 7 indicates their fre
quency..Then~f sound silvicultura:l practi.ces· (weeding, releasing, 
and partIal cuttmg),. such as recommended by Westveld (,'116, 37), are 
employed in thefutme, there will be a much better correlation :between 
diameter and age at the time of the next cut. Growth studies in pres
entstands are essential before minimum diameter limits are set. 

'Cu:ll in balsam fir becomes an appreciable factor at 50 years of age 
and an economic limiting factor, along with windfall, at 70 year~. 
.From the pathological standpoint, the difference between these ages, 
20 years, should be the maximum time allowable between cutting cycles, 
for if longer periods elapse, cull and windfall losses are liable to be
come very severe. The relatively frequent removal of dominantbal
sam firs will contribute to the prevention of severe budworm 
outbreaks ( llJ. 

! 
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Sinceibalsamdir usually grows in mixture with spruce, it is assumed 
,that the latter will be so managed that there will be available alight 
!}ut 'of spruce to help carry the costs of ,more frequentfellings on a 
given area, as was stated under Gultural Operations. 

SANITATION 

No special and particular fqrest sanitation measures are recom
mended for balsam fir stands. The three principal fungi causing 
decay of living trees are widespread throughout the range of the 
species and are not limited to bn,lsam fir. Two of them, Ste'l'eum 
sanguiJndlentwm and Poria subacida, are ,present abundlmtly on logs 
and slash of several other conifers. No practicable sanitation meas
ures w.ouldbe sufficiently effective in reducing the supply of inoculum 
to justify" the additional expense of ltpplic&tion.Furthermore, if 
balsam ,fir is handled on !t rotation not exceeding 70 to 80 years, losses 
caused by decay will be much lower tban in the present stands, which 
contain many overmature trees. 

TIMBER CRUISING 

This publication ~ives conversion factors (pp. 11, 14:) by which total 
volume estimates of balsam fir may be corrected for cull. If a stand 
is predominantly of one age group or if the representntion of various 
age groups is known" the gross volume estimates may be corrected for 
cull by applying the percentages in the cull volume column oi table 3, 
or the actual cull volume per tree in cubic feet as shown in that table 
and by curve B of figure 2. USllally, however, cruise estimates 
are by diameters. In this case cOl'l'eetion for cull mlLy be obtained by 
applying .the percentages in the cull volume column of table 4, or the 
actual cull volume per tree in cubic feet, as shown in that table, and by 
curve B of figure 4:. The datu. upon which these tables and curves are 
bused were taken over a wide muge of conditions and cannot with 
accuracy be applied to single small stands. 

UTILIZATION 

About 1920 many attempts were made, particularly in eastern 
Oanada, to encourage the nse ofpal'tly decayed wood of spruce and 
balsam fir for pulp. The preliminary results and discussions by 
Bates (2), Faull (4,5, 6), HlLwkings (13), Rue ancl Humphrey (25), 
Rue et a1. (1'36, ':'3'7), and Schierbeck (30) may be interpreted as incli
eating that, in general, the white rots do not render affected wood 
economically unfit for pulp except where the rot is so advanced that 
actual disintegration has taken place. Brown rots, however

l 
reduce 

the fiber strength sufficiently to make affected wood unusable for pulp 
except in the very earliest stages. Of the butt rot caused byPolyp01'U8 
oalsameus, Faull (5, p. flOE) says-

Brown heart rot when developetl to the friable stage is certainly of no value 
'for .pulp,and in earlier stages the affected fibres are wealtened to a greater or 
less extent. •.• * How much should be rejected woul<1 appear to depend 
in part on the floating capacity (of which no definite data are at hund) and in 
parton the relative amounts of sound and diseased wood. The latter 'is value
less. 
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.0ired heart rot callsedby Sterewm sanguinole'fl,tumhe says (5, p. 
~Ql)-

From 	the limited evidence at hand, it would appear that the /rction of 'the 
decay may have affected the lignocellulose without materially attacking the 
cellulose in the wood. It would also appear very possible that most of the wood 
which.is normally discarded in the woods or diverted to the boiler-house as fuel 
might .be economically pulped. 

Of the white stringy rot caused by Poria subacidahe says (5,p.
203)- . ' 

Feather Tot, except In the later stages, is not marked by an excessive weak
ening of the fibres-apparently the cellulose is more resistant to the action of 
the causal fungus than is the lignin. The actual loss in ordinary cutting opera
tions usuallY amounts to a short butt log; it is doubtful i(even this is necessary. 

In the case of balsam fir this means that wood decayed by Polyporus 
balsaqn:eUiS had. better be rejected in the woods, but that wood with 
incipient and early typical decay by PfYria subacida and Ste7'ewm 
srcngui'fl,olrmtum has possibilities for economical conversion into pulp. 

Sound balsam fir can be pulped by all the standard commercial 
processes (3, 17), but for pulping wood in which decay has not ad
vanced too far, only the sulfite process is recommended (6, 17, 125, 26, 
27) . Other methods yield seriously discolored pulp from decayed 
wood. Satisfactory pulps have been prepared experimentally by the 
sulfite process from balsam fir decayed by both Stere~tm sanguino
lentWllb and Poria subacida. Kress et al. (17, p. J,fJ, note) state that--

The value of decayed wood for sulphite pulp is closely associated with the 
chemical action of the wQod-destroying organisms, and these organisms yary 
widely In their method of attack. Further investigations ... indicate already 
that some types or rot tend to reduce the yalue of wood for sulphite pulp less 
than the superficial appearance of the wood might suggest. 

Sulfite pulp mills utilizing all wood not too badly decayed by the 
white rot fungi are able materially to reduce their cull losses in bal
sam .fir without unduly :Ulcreasing their operating expenses. 

Mills using decayed wood for pulp should take particular care 
that such wood is not kept in storage any longer than absolutely nec
essary and that it is segregated from sound wood in storage piles. 
Kress et al. (17, p. 8) say that-

Badly Infected shipments should always be segregated in an allotted portion of 
the yard for quick utilization. This precaution isirnportant. Delerioration in 
BUch wood is proportionately rnuch greater than in sOllnel or slightly infecteel 
stock. If itiB interrnia:eel with sound wooel it 8erve8 as a rapicl anel vigorous 
source Of infection to the better material. 

The.italics are theirs, but the writers cannot emphasize too strongly 
the need for heeding their warning. In particular, the decay caused 
by Bterewm sanguinolentum will spread very rapidly in already in
fected. bolts and to adjacent ul1infected bolts. Under favorable con
ditions it·will in a very short time make stored pulpwood unfit for 
use. 
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